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End of Intellect
Thought my intellect  empirical observations & reason,
would reach its humble end in attempts to comprehend:
cosmos’s mysterious origin, possible eternal existence,
mischievous behavior of its building blocks, the quanta,
or the complexity of neural orchestra that comprehends
But end was abrupt, while witnessing the most obvious,
what is actually revealed in every present moment:
words, symbols, e.g. thoughts, emerge with meanings
cosmos, quanta, neurons, self, time, death, everything
when words, symbols, are not, there is not even nothing

Epitome of Self Reference

Thus is revealed in any, every evident moment
words, symbols, emerge with their meanings,
braille, mathematical, sign languages included;
Every question, every answer & its justification

Why/how/where from symbols & meanings emerge?
What is when words, symbols & meanings, are not?
Who knows evident moment & meanings of words?
Do words reflect ‘reality’ or their meanings present one?

Evident Big Bang(s)
All there is, is the "Now"
by itself it contains NEN
Not
Even Nothing
Words emerge in the Now
their meanings, the world
Space vs matter, my body vs yours
"not now" is existence outside now
"was deep asleep" is non existence
Oh, you say, but "I am conscious without words",
words! Without them who is conscious, of what?

A Moment in it’s Local Frame of Reference
Any evident moment by itself, stateless,
i.e. not enabled or generated by history,
does not have memory  time, hence,
nor any entity persisting in that time
Meanings of words arising in the moment,
awareness, notion, sense, of all of above
“Who did it" emerging, is pasthistorymemory,
is time and a sense of self aware of that time
"I hope to" emerging, is future, is time, and
a self that expects to persist in that time
Who or what knows the moments, meanings?
Like question, all answers emerge in moments
Which frame is correct, The Truth, Reality,
local frame of evident moment, undeniable,
or default, of assumed objective spacetime?
Both frames & all answers emerge in moments

What “Really” Exists?
Waking world, although it and dreaming both,
sequences of sensations and nothing else?
Quanta in transit, though they can’t be assigned
spacetime paths, even after their journeys?
Infinite parallel universes suggested by equations,
but that can never be measured for verification?
Heavenhell, Gods, a self with will that knows time,
all part of ingrained language but without evidence?
Words emerge, declare this “really” exists, not that,
weave convincing stories, call em science, religion, life

Technology
Big data, Social media, SDN, Mobile apps
in machines r bits symbols with semantics,
to carry out tasks as per defined meanings;
in humans, symbols r also part of evident moments ,
become selfnon self, pastpresentfuture, everything

